Abstract. By using the potential theory and the superposition principle, Productivity model of multi-fracturing horizontal well is established under the condition of infinite conductivity fractures. It solves the problem by using numerical methods and analyzes the influence of fracture numbers, fracture length and fracture spacing on well production by using actual reservoir parameters. Finally, it analyzes the production decline characteristics of multi-fracturing horizontal well based on the change of production curve. In the early period of production, the well production increases with the increase of fracture numbers, fracture length and fracture spacing. In the late period, the fracture parameters have less effect on well production. Early-stage production of multi-fracturing horizontal well obeys to the modified-hyperbolic decline model, while the relationship between ratio of Q, Qi and time is exponential model in the late-stage. It has some significance for design of horizontal well fracturing parameters and production forecasts in unconventional reservoirs.
Introduction
With the development of unconventional reservoirs, multi-fracturing horizontal wells have been widely applied, scholars have done lots of research on multi-fracturing horizontal wells production forecasting methods [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Zheng used conformal transformation and put forward the multi-fracturing horizontal well productivity model under steady-state conditions [4] . Zhu and Li established low permeability gas reservoir multi-fracturing horizontal wells and multi-segmented clusters unsteady fracturing horizontal wells productivity model through potential superposition principle [5, 6] . Xu derived shale gas multi-fracturing horizontal wells percolation model and solved gas well productivity in Laplace space [7] . But these studies did not include fracturing horizontal wells production decline characteristics analysis. In unconventional reservoirs, due to the influence of reservoir characteristics, percolation law and multi-fracturing horizontal well completion and so on, the multi-fracturing horizontal wells production law is complex and the research on unconventional oil and gas reservoirs production decline law is few [10] [11] [12] . Wang used Newman product, Laplace transformation, similar flow replacement and pressure superposition principle and get the multi-fracturing of horizontal wells non-steady state production formula, and used the formula to analyze the influence of fracture parameters on well production decline [11] . The above studies only analyze the influence of reservoir parameters and fracturing parameters on well production decline, failed to give the production decline model. In this paper, the potential principle and superposition principle are used to establish the multi-fracturing horizontal wells production model, and used the model to analyze the impact of cracks numbers, crack length and crack spacing on well productivity. It is also used model calculation results, analyzed its production decline law and put forward the multi-fracturing horizontal well production decline model.
Multi-fracturing horizontal well productivity model establishment
The horizontal well is in infinite strata, shown in Figure 1 . Provided: (1) fractured crack height equals to the reservoir thickness, (2) the fracture space between each is equal, denoted by the symbol-d, (3) the total number of fracture is N, (4) make the first cracks midpoint as original coordinate, the coordinate system is shown in Figure 1 .
Fig.1 Diagram of multi-fractured horizontal well
Make every crack n equal portions in y direction, suppose that the crack i at the coordinates j can be expressed as ( i − 1 * d,−X + * j). According to the unstable percolation formula, set the sinks production as Q i,j , at time t, the sinks in a little pressure drop in any stratum (x, y) is:
Where, P i is initial formation pressure, MPa ; P(x,y,t)is the pressure at time t at the point(x,y), MPa; Q i,j is the crack i production at coordinate j,m 3 /d;ｕis oil viscosity, mPa·s;K is formation permeability,×10 -3 um 2 ;h is reservoir thickness, m;d is crack spacing, m; X f is crack length, m ;η=K/(φ ｕC t ),is pressure conductivity coefficient,m 2 /d, φ is porosity, fiction; Ct is system compressibility, MPa -1 ; t is percolation time, s. According to the potential superposition principle, the pressure drop of the crack i at formation(x, y) is:
According to the potential superposition principle, the total pressure drop of N crack at time t at formation(x, y) is:
Set:
Put the above formula into (3), and get the following formula:
Assume the cracks are infinite conductivity, don't consider the fluid pressure drop in the wellbore, so the cracks pressure at any point equals to the bottomhole pressure P wf , set m = N * n, and a m * m-dimensional equations set can be established:
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Solve the above equations set, obtain the well production Q i, j at any position in every crack, thus get the total fracturing horizontal wells production:
Where, Q is total well production, m 3 /d.
The impact of fracture parameters on production capacity
The original reservoir pressure is 20 MPa, the production well bottomhole pressure is 10 MPa, oil viscosity is 5 mPa•s, reservoir thickness is 10 m, permeability is 10 × 10 -3 um 2 , system compressibility coefficient is 0.0001 MPa -1 , the horizontal wells length is 1000 m. Use the established model to discuss the influence of number of cracks, cracks length and cracks spacing on well productivity.
The influence of cracks numbers. The curve of fracturing horizontal wells production varies from time under different cracks numbers is shown in Figure 2 . Figure 2 shows: As the mutual interference between the cracks when oil is produced, with the increasing number of cracks, the production increases, but the increase rate gradually decreases, the more appropriate number of cracks in the formation is three. The number of cracks increases, and it increases the contact area with the reservoir, which can increase reservoir production; the post-production comes outside of fracturing horizontal wells transformation zone, and thus the influence of cracks numbers on post-production is less.
Fig.2 Relationship curve between and time under different fracture number
The influence of crack length. The curve of fracturing horizontal wells production varies from time under different crack length is shown in Figure 3 . Since the crack length increases, the contact area between the cracks and reservoir increases with increasing crack length, initial oil production increased; because the production at late period comes outside of the fracturing horizontal wells transformation zone, and thus the influence of crack length on post-production is less. Figure 4 . Figure 4 shows: in the early oil production, crack spacing increases, the mutual interference between the cracks decreases, the oil production increases; in the late production period, the post-production comes outside of fracturing horizontal wells transformation zone, and thus the influence of crack spacing on production is less. Fig.4 Relationship curve between production and time under different fracture spacing
Fracturing horizontal well production decline characteristics
When using fracturing horizontal wells in unconventional reservoirs to produce oil, due to the impact of reservoir characteristics, percolation law and completion structure, the oil production decline characteristics is different from the one of conventional reservoir, some foreign scholars have studied on it, and put forward some production decline characterization equations in unconventional reservoir, but the characterization equations are all empirical formula, lacking of theoretical analysis [13] [14] [15] . According to production changes of fracturing horizontal wells, the oil production curve has been divided into two parts to study the decline feature ( Figure 5 ). 
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In the first stage, use the modified hyperbolic decline model to fit the initial fracturing horizontal wells production, the modified hyperbolic decline model can be expressed as:
Where, Q (t) is oil production at time t, m3/d; Qi is the fitting well production at initial time, m3/d; b is decline coefficient, Di is decreasing rate at initial time, 1/d.
According to the fitting production data, the first stage oil production decline model can be get, and it can be expressed as:
Through formula (9), b = 1.96≈2, according to the findings by Kurtoglu (2011) and V. Okouma (2012) in the modified hyperbolic decline model, the decline index is two, and it tells that the linear flow happens in the reservoir [13, 14] .
In the second stage, the modified hyperbolic decline model, exponential model, PLE model and modified exponential model and other models have been adopted to describe the reservoir decline characteristics, and the suitable decline equation cannot be found out. Later, through regression analysis, the decline equation of second stage is obtained:
The equation (10) shows: the ratio of production Q and the initial production Qi at initial stage and time t is exponential relationship.
Conclusions
(1) Use Potential principle and superposition principle, the multi-fracturing productivity equations set have been derived under the infinite conductivity, get the numerical solution, and finally carry out the fracturing horizontal wells capacity model. (2) Use the model to analyze the influence of cracks numbers, crack length and crack spacing on oil production capacity. In the initial stage of production, with the increase of cracks numbers, crack length and crack spacing, the oil production increase; in the late period of production, the fractured cracks parameters have less effect on oil production.
(3) The fracturing horizontal well production has two different change stages. The first stage is the bilinear flow stage and can be characterized using modified hyperbolic model; in the second stage, the ratio of Q and Q i and time t is exponential relationship.
